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The business value generated by Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) 
has been a major research topic for a long time. Recently there is a growing research 
interest in the business value generated by particular types of information systems 
(IS). One of them is the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems, which are 
increasingly adopted by organizations for supporting and integrating key business 
and management processes.

Traditional enterprise applications have become prohibitively expensive with 3rd 
party licenses and hidden costs, whereas Commlink's NexGen ERP VELACORE® has 
changed the economics of enterprise applications. VELACORE® will dramatically lower 
your costs and definitely help your business to gain time and save money.

Commlink's NexGen ERP VELACORE® business solution is a complete business 
management software with the following salient features:

ü  Easily manage your daily operations

ü  Streamline business processes

ü  Gain full visibility of your business

ü  Maximize customers' satisfaction

ü  Effectively link your different global operations

ü  Reduce your operating costs

ü  Manage multiple companies from a single point

WHY VELACORE®?
VELACORE® is very much user friendly and user centric which ensures that you don't 
have to employ highly trained technical persons to operate the system.

VELACORE® is easily customizable. So you won't have to adapt to our system, our 
software will adapt to your system.

No burden of 3rd party software licensing.

No hidden cost.

Benefits of VELACORE®

VELACORE® system offers many significant benefits to companies, empowering them 
with the tools and technologies they need to operate more efficiently and cost-
effectively. Read on to learn more about the advantages of VELACORE® software. 

Improve Your Operations with
VELACORE® system continues to be a key technology priority for most manufacturing 
firms today. Because the landscape across the entire manufacturing industry has 
become increasingly competitive, and firms of all types must design, build, and 
deliver the highest quality products in the timeliest manner at the lowest possible 
costs in order to win and retain customers.

Yet, keeping on top of the various activities and processes involved in product 
production, sales and distribution can be a tremendous challenge.

With a VELACORE® software solution in place, companies can leverage advanced 
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features and functionality to improve all facets of their operations - from engineering, 
sourcing and procurement, through production, quality testing, and delivery. As a 
result, they can boost efficiency, reduce costs, and increase sales and profitability.

Improved Visibility
With VELACORE® system, all departments across an entire business can access and 
view the same consistent and accurate data in real time. So, everyone from the 
engineering teams to the production floor to the purchasing and finance 
departments has complete visibility into designs and plans, production status, quality 
control, inventory, cost of goods sold, and more. This enables better, smoother co-
ordination and execution of all related processes and procedures.

Increased Efficiency
VELACORE® software allows firms to track all supply chain activities in great detail 
from start to finish - a task that would be nearly impossible otherwise. So, procedures 
and processes that hinder productivity and slow down the design, creation, and 
delivery of goods can be instantly identified, and corrective action can be swiftly 
taken to ensure optimum efficiency.

On-time Delivery
Improved control over components inventory, more accurate demand planning, 
streamlined production scheduling, and more effective coordination of distribution 
channels - all key benefits of VELACORE® software systems - enable companies to 
improve on-time delivery of products, a critical performance metric for today's 
manufacturers.

Enhanced Product Quality
VELACORE® software system makes it easier for businesses to monitor product 
defects and problems, pinpoint exactly where in the design or production process the 
issue is occurring, and take the needed steps to ensure products of the utmost 
quality. This, in turn, will boost sales, customer satisfaction, and profits.

Reduced Costs
VELACORE® system reduces costs in many ways. Increased worker productivity 
minimizes overtime and related labor and payroll expenses. Enhanced precision in 
production floor processes reduce the scrap and re-work that can drain financial 
resources. Better tracking of components and turnover of finished goods, combined 
with more accurate demand planning, eliminate costly excess inventory. And, 
improved visibility into all financial aspects of production can help identify potential 
areas for savings and reduce cost of goods sold.

Improve Collaboration
VELACORE® system enables companies to share important production-related data 
with not only internal employees, but with external constituents such as 
vendors,customers, suppliers and distributors. This improves communication and 
enables better coordination of activities among these key business partners.



Technical Architecture 
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Presentation Tier
Top most layer of the application.
User will Interact with the system
through this tier

Data Tier
Here information is stored and retieved
from a database or file system. The
information is then passed back to the
logic tier for processing, and then
eventually back to the user

Logic Tier
This layer coordinates the application,
processes commands, makes logical
decisions and evaluations, and performs
calculations. It also moves and processes
data between the two surrounding layers

AP Payment

Query

Check & update each
credit amount then
save AP Payment

Database

Figure: VELACORE 3 Tier Architecture

3-Tier Architecture
VELACORE® maintains Three-tier architecture. 

User Interface/Presentation Tier

Users will interact with the system through this tier. This tier is fully independent 
from the server. This is a platform independent tier and the user only need the 
Java Runtime to be installed.

Business Logic/Logic Tier

Business logics reside in this tier. This is fully independent from the UI and 
database. It ensures transaction maintenance, security and load balancing. 

Data Tier

This tier consists of database servers. Here information is stored and retrieved. 
This tier keeps data neutral and independent from application servers or 
business logic. Giving data to its own tier also improves scalability and 
performance.

User Interface

ü Platform independent

ü No need to install the software

ü Client is automatically synchronized with the server changes through the latest 
Java technology (Web-start)

ü Being a desktop client it has all the functionality of robust and interactive 
graphical interface

ü Web client for the administrator to view important business reports



Business Logic / Logic Tier

We are using GlassFish V2.1 as application server. By using Java EE5 with Hibernate, 
TopLink Essentials and other cutting-edge technologies, security , data integrity, load 
balancing and other required features are ensured.

Data Tier

By using Java Persistence API, data tier is independent of database engine. We can use 
any DBMS such as MySQL, PgSQL, Oracle, etc. Some business logic may reside inside 
databases. By separating the application and database functionality we have ensured 
better load balancing.
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Features of VELACORE®

Figure: Login Panel of VELACORE
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ü Production Flow

ü  Production Planning

ü  Payroll

ü  Human Resource

ü Role Management

ü  Summary Reports

 

VELACORE ® contains 17 modules. 

ü General Ledger

ü Accounts Payable

ü Accounts Receivable

ü Cash and Bank Book

ü  Inventory

ü Commercial 
ü Marketing
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Accounts
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Figure: Maintenance Chart of Accounts

GM Accounts

AR Receive
Reporting

Post to GL AP Adjustment

AR Adjustment

AP Payment

Journal
Transaction

Inter Company
Transaction

Cash & Bank
Transaction

AR Transaction AP Transaction

Charts of Accounts

Subledger
Create

Account Head SetupAccount Structure

Figure: Accounts Work Flow

  General Ledger
General Ledger is the nucleus of the accounting system of any business enterprise. 
Our General Ledger module boasts unprecedented flexibility to meet the needs of 
organizations of all types and sizes.

Features:

From managing chart of accounts users! will be able to design the chart of 
accounts according to their need. Because of user friendly 'Accounts Structure 
Rule' and alpha-numerical 'Accounts Structure Value' they will be able to 
maintain unlimited number of accounts.
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Figure: Maintenance Journal Transaction

Managing sub-ledger under multiple accounts with dynamic fields

Managing accounting periods - yearly, half yearly or any customized time periods

Managing journal transaction with flexible options

Managing transaction posting to General Ledger with full viewing of the 
transaction and reposting of the posted transaction

Standard period end processing

Inter company transaction for an Enterprise with multiple companies

Comprehensive financial reporting

 

 Accounts Payable

Tracking obligations to vendors, controlling cash flow, and making sound cash 
management decisions is now easier than ever.

Features:

Maintain detailed information about vendors with relevant information, such as 
pay to address, current balance, etc.

Maintain AP transactions with recording the invoices and credit memos that the 
user receives from vendors

Maintain non adjusted AP transaction using AP adjustment transaction

Review outstanding payments by vendor or release
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AP list to view current balance and AP payment transaction(s) of related AP

Comprehensive financial reporting

  Ac

 Acounts Receivable

There's more to accounts receivable than getting out the invoices. Tracking customer 
credit lines and past conversations means you're in control of your receivables and 
your customers know it.

Features:

Maintain extensive customer profile information 

Maintain comprehensive shipping & billing informations

Maintain detailed information about sales person and their related commissions

Maintain AR transaction with recording invoices and tax information

Maintain non adjusted AR transaction using AR adjustment transaction

AR list to view current balance and AR receive transaction(s) of related AR

Comprehensive financial reporting

VAT document management

  Cash and Bank Book

This module helps the user in maintaining the cash transactions and bank transactions 
easily.

Features:

Maintain cash and bank transactions

Maintain cheque register

Make complete or partial payments for AP transactions 

Advance money requisition

Make complete or partial receipt for AR transactions 

Maintain receipt records for previously created AR transactions

Make advanced AP payment

Advance receive management

Payment of multiple AP transactions in one AP payment transaction

Receiving of multiple AR transactions in one AR receive transaction

Comprehensive financial reporting



Accounting Reports

1. Voucher List

1.1  Journal Voucher

1.2  Bank Payment Voucher 

1.3  Bank Receive Voucher

1.4  Cash Payment Voucher

1.5  Cash Receive Voucher

1.6  AP Create Voucher

1.7  AP Payment Voucher

1.8  AP Adjustment Voucher

1.9  AR Create Voucher

1.10  AR Receive Voucher 

1.11  AR Adjustment Voucher

1.12  Opening Balance Voucher

2. Ledger List

2.1  General Ledger

2.2  Employee Ledger

2.3  Vendor Ledger

2.4  Customer Ledger

2.5  Sub-ledger Ledger

2.6  Reference Ledger

3.	 Entity Balance Report

3.1  Employee Balance 

3.2  Vendor Balance

3.3  Customer Balance

3.4  Sub-ledger Balance

3.5  Reference Balance

4.	 Account Wise Entity Report

4.1  Employee Wise Balance

4.2  Vendor Wise Balance

4.3  Customer Wise Balance

4.4  Sub-ledger Wise Balance

5.	 Profit & Loss Account

6.	 Balance Sheet

7.	 Trial Balance

8.	 View Notes

9.	 View Entity Balance Detail

10. View Results of  Defined Accounting
      Formulae

11.	 View Journal

12.	 View Chart of Accounts

13.	 View Chart of Accounts 
	 with Sub-ledger.

14.	 View Vendor List

15.	 View Customer List

16.   Received cheque report
 
17.   Invoice report (customer wise/all)

18.   Receivable report

Accounting ReportsAccounting Reports
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Human Resource & Payroll
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Create

Manager

Accounts

Calculate monthly attendance Attendance information of
all Employee

Empolyee

Promotion/
Increment

Leave calculation

Send to Payroll
Department

Performance
Review

Store
Employee

information

Insert daily
attendance info

Distribute Salary

Biometric System

HR Manager

HR Policy

Calculate salary,
bonus, tax etc.

Generate Payroll

TA/DA

Approve Payroll
Cash & Bank Book GL

Payroll

Human Resource
Empolyee

HR Manager

Figure: Human Resource & Payroll Work Flow

Figure: Maintenance Employee Information
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 Human Resource

Human Resource module has been designed to meet the information need of all levels 
of management and to facilitate decision support, planning, scheduling, monitoring, 
and control of daily activities. It provides for easy, accurate and timely retrieval of 
employee and activity-oriented information. This module manages complete history of 
an employee.

Features:

Maintain a complete profile (basic, contact, personal, education, experience, 
training) of employees.

Add Signature
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Manage employee attendance in two ways

          - With fingerprint verification

          - With graphical user interface of the software

Salary hold provision

Leave management for employee

Hiererchicel leave approval

Maintain complete history of employee such as transfer and promotion.

Maintenance of company organization structure with branch, division, 
department and designation

Customized reporting (employee profile, leave report, attendance report, in 
out report)

  Payroll 

Payroll will help increase accuracy, elevate efficiencies and allow you to focus on the core 
initiatives of your business. Payroll module has been designed to generate, manage and 
look after the employee details and payroll process of the organization. It is capable of 
marking attendance, calculating various salary components and generating various 
salary reports . 

Features:

Manage employee salary information

Manage salary structure 

Generate and manage the payroll processes (payroll generation & deduction) 
according to the salary information assigned to the employee

Generate all the reports related to branch, department, employee, attendance,leave, 
payroll, bonus, etc.

Manage salary advance, PF advance, payment, payment type 

Manage overtime

Manage salary payment by department/designation/salary range etc.

 

Reports: 

Company salary sheet (summary)

Individual dept. salary sheet, all dept. salary sheet 

Pay slip

Employee benefits (technical allowance, mobile bill, overtime, bonus) reports

Salary information report
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Inventory

  Inventory
This Module is designed to assess the liquid and fixed assets of a company. Store 
owner will able know the precise number of items on their shelves and storage areas 
in order to place orders or control losses. 

Features:

Manage inventory in multiple locations. As you enter purchase and sales 
transactions, it provides the capabilities to choose the warehouse location that 
will receive or fulfill the order

Hierarchical category setup 

Different types of characteristics could be added to an item. Multiple items could 
be connected easily to make composite item   

You can use multiple units of measure for selling, buying and costing each item 

Track landed cost easily by allowing you to allocate expenses to inventory 
receipts according to weight, value or quantity. These allocated costs become 
part of the item's asset value

Gain intelligent control over inventory replenishment, helping ensure that you 
have enough on hand to fill anticipated orders, but keep excess stock to a 
minimum

Inventory transfer between locations
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Recipient

Material Request

Yes

Outgoing Challan

No

Vendor Procurement

Incoming Challan

Authoriz
ation
Steps

Authoriz
ation
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Authoriz
ation
Steps

Authoriz
ation
Steps

Material Purchase
Request

Stock
Available

Inventory

Register

Recipient can be
Employee, Department,

Factory or Other
business entity

Store Every
Transaction

Figure: Inventory Work Flow



Using different types of slips, inventory transaction could be maintained more 
precisely  

Level of authorization and user for each level could be attached dynamically 

Daily register can be viewed by different filtering 

Item cost could be maintained by LIFO, FIFO and average weighted order 

Comprehensive item search makes you find the right items, their stock quantity 
and warehouse location conveniently 

Reports:

Stock report

Purchase register

Receiptent report

Item register

  

 Procurement

This Module is designed specially to meet the requirements of purchasing & 
procuring various materials as necessary. 

Features:

Automatic notification on item low-water mark and high-water mark

Create purchase order from multiple procurement requests

Create purchase order from purchase queree

Customized reporting
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Figure: User interface of adding item in Slip



  Production Planning

This module will minimize production time and costs, efficiently organize the use of 
resources and maximize efficiency in the workplace.

Features:

Build detailed production plans and define interdependencies

Create job orders

Create procurement requests using material resource planning

Estimate production completion time and help in acquiring future order

  Production Flow

Out-of-the-box functionality provided by VELACORE® is orientated towards covering 
the usual necessities of a discrete production environment.

Features:

Manage the job orders created by production planning department

Maintain up-to-date tracking of the production status of any customer order

Define complete steps in the process of production and easily manage them

Maintain comprehensive information about machines used in production

Manage machine operation and operator history

Efficient maintenance and tracking of costs  
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Production Planning & Flow
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